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In these COVID-19 times, global 

organisations say securing cash and 

cutting costs is a priority – but are they 

doing enough?

Your industry is likely facing the perfect 

storm of disruption in markets, operations, 

technologies and regulations. And with the 

global economy set for a significant reset 

while the world grapples with the impact of 

the coronavirus, cost-out has become 

essential to survive.

But all too often, cost optimisation is 

viewed solely as a short-term reaction to a 

threat, triggering headcount reductions 

and cost cutting as part of ‘business as 

usual’. While these quickfire reactions 

seem a logical response to ensuring 

cashflow and liquidity, they bring a long-

term cost – reducing your focus on 

innovation and growth and, in some 

instances, in the way you’re viewed by the 

customers and communities you serve. 

It’s one thing to be good at cost cutting, 

another entirely to be able to turn cost 

control into enhanced and enduring 

competitiveness.

At PA, we believe in 

the power of ingenuity.

We create opportunity from complexity. 

Cost optimisation is complicated. But 

there’s opportunity to increase margins, 

gain new product insights and unleash 

innovation. 

We’ve carried out extensive research to 

help organisations in different sectors 

understand which levers they need to 

focus on to be as effective as possible. 

Having run hundreds of liquidity and cost-

out projects in product design and 

manufacturing, financial services, 

telecoms, transport and defence, we know 

there’s a clear pattern for success. Cost 

optimisation excellence arises from a 

systematic approach to six dimensions.
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Operational performance is more vital than ever 

Improving operational performance is crucial if organisations 

want to be successful across all sectors and geographies:

• the sluggish growth environment is putting increasing 

pressure on net profit and cost/income ratios 

• the sudden spread of the COVID-19 pandemic 

has hit at a pace and scale never seen before

• most organisations have been hit entirely unprepared

Focus themes for organisations across sectors

Figure: Breakdown of organisations’ priorities by region 

Setting the scene: 

Profit margins are under pressure across industries

Figure: Net profit per sector1
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Priorities2 Americas Asia/Pacific EMEA 

Reduce costs  1 1 1

Create a more effective business  2 2 2

Improve operational efficiency  3 3 4

Comply with new or existing regulations  4 5 3

Identify & implement options for growth  5 4 5

Drive innovation  6 8 6

Leverage talent  7 9 9

1. Cost-out – cutting cost of operations and/or increasing productivity

2. Operating strategy – creating a more effective business

3. Operational delivery – improving operational efficiency

4. Quality and compliance – meet regulations and maintain quality

1

2

3

4

Sources:

1. PA Analysis 2015/2019, RBC Capital Markets Research S&P 500

2. Source for Consulting analysis
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According to our 2020 research, each 

sector could find more savings – and 

some are missing out on as much as 

between 30 and 50 per cent. 

As the culmination of five years of 

research, we surveyed senior executives 

from global organisations across 10 

sectors. In total, our research included 

180 responses with 5,400 data points 

worldwide. Half of the respondents are 

from organisations with an annual 

revenue of €10 billion or more.

Our analysis builds on a total of six key 

dimensions which allow leaders to judge 

their cost-out maturity, and a set of 30 

sub-dimensions alongside these.

Our graphic shows how each of the 10 

sectors analysed is scoring against the 

world’s best approaches, as well as the 

amount of additional savings potentials 

that can be achieved.
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Setting the scene: 

You could be saving more, much more
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The challenge is: how can 

you optimise cash while 

assuring future growth?

This crisis is different from 

any before: it’s a health crisis, 

not a financial or economic 

crisis.

Reactions therefore need to 

start with understanding the 

root cause of the problem: the 

availability of employees and 

customers. 

Only once this is understood 

can recovery plans follow 

traditional logic and focus on: 

cash & liquidity, cost-

baseline, supplier and 

capacity management, and 

opportunities for future 

competitive advantage.

Six urgent priorities for executives 

across all sectors and geographies

Play offense, not 

just defence, to 

shape the future

Urgently reduce cost 

to conserve cash 

end-to-end

Assess liquidity 

and drive to become 

a cash king

Protect your people 

and get them ready 

for remote working

Stabilise operations 

and adjust to the 

new normal

Gain a competitive 

view of the threats 

and opportunities

! $

Six urgent priorities executives need to deal with now

This crisis is a health-lead crisis and needs slightly different responses then other crisis before

1 2 3

4 5 6
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PA’s recession diagnostic 

helps to see the full picture

COVID-19 has created a 

totally new type of crisis: 

health-lead, globally, all 

sectors and at the same time.

It is key to understand root 

causes, key drivers to succeed 

and the portfolio of actions 

available now. The focus must 

be on combining rapid cash 

and liquidity optimisation with 

sustainable cost-out – and 

taking a view towards how the 

situation might offer a chance 

to get ready for a better future.

We help you to:

1. deliver a crisis diagnostic

2. pin-point focus areas

3. deliver a masterplan

Gain a competitive view of the threats and opportunities!
1

Area Issue Well prepared Get in shape Get prepared

D
e
fe

n
d

li
q

u
id

it
y

Debt maturity profile Yes, most matures outside two years Yes, much matures inside two years No

Scenario planning Yes, well established and comprehensive Yes No

Headroom in uncertain 

world scenario
>100% >25% <25%

Capital raising plan Already cash rich Plan but not underwritten No plan 

Asset sales None required Few available None available

Supply chain Key customers and suppliers secure Contingency plan in place Not sure

C
re

a
te

 p
o

rt
fo

li
o

 

o
f 

w
in

n
e

rs

Understand economics of 

the business

ROCE or economic profit 

by product/customer

Operating profit by 

product/customer

Gross profit by 

product/customer

Economics >75% of business is creating value >50% of business value creating
<50% of business 

value creating

Market attractiveness
>75% of business is in 

value creating markets

>50% of business in 

value creating markets
Not sure

Competitive strength ROCE >75% of competitors ROCE>50% of competitors Not sure

Portfolio adjustment None required
Clear plan to harvest cash 

from weak business
Not sure 

R
e
m

o
d

e
l 
fo

r 

n
e

w
 w

o
rl

d

Customer/consumer trends New proposition launched for current market Work started Not started

Target positioning
Working to clear plan for new market 

positioning Planning started
Planning started Not started

New business models Working to clear plan for new business models Planning started Not started

Restructuring/outsourcing Clear plan in place Planning started No plan

Cost reduction Can take out 25% Can take out 10% Not sure

Project portfolio Cull made with eye to long-term strength Cull made No cull

U
n

d
e

rs
ta

n
d

 t
h

e
 

o
p

p
o

rt
u

n
it

ie
s Industry dynamics of sector Clear analysis Planning started Not clear 

Way forward Mapped out Under investigation Not clear 

Stakeholder management Active Plans Not clear 

Financing (offensive) In place Plans Not clear 

Action plan Active In place Not clear 

CHALLENGE 1: gaining a comprehensive view on threats AND opportunities of the COVID-19 crisis

We see that most companies are not sufficiently prepared to manage the full bandwidth of potential actions
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Protect your people and get them ready for remote working

Navigating through 

uncertain times

Every crisis leads to 

opportunity – opportunity to 

be part of the solution. We 

currently experience global 

health rules on the streets, 

but these don’t rule online. 

People will now experience 

the true power of the latest 

digital technology. Leaders 

should go the extra mile to 

train teams to use the latest 

online collaboration spaces.

We help you to:

1. safeguard the health of 

your employees

2. train and facilitate remote 

working

3. provide hands-on support 

to master digital

technology. COVID-19 won’t stop us from driving the agile transformation of our clients:

we’ve converted physical training for large cross-functional teams into 

digital solutions to allow for remote set-up.

CHALLENGE 2: selecting and using the right set of tools to succeed in remote working

Many companies are not using digital technologies at their best to support remote working

2
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Cash conversion is a 

performance measure of 

the working capital tied up 

in a business. 

For manufacturing 

businesses this is largely 

driven by effective supply 

chain management.

Rapid cash conversion is a 

vital indicator of business 

health. Slow cash conversion 

i.e. high working capital is a 

burden on a company’s 

finances, a drag on its growth 

and a depressant on the 

share price.

We help you to:

1. improve customer 

collection

2. optimise supplier 

payments

3. lower inventory levels to 

what is really needed.

Assure liquidity and drive to become a cash king$
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CHALLENGE 3: assessing cash readiness across sectors

We see substantial potential for almost all sectors to better manage cash

3
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You could be saving 

more, much more.

Our research confirmed what 

we see in our day-to-day 

client project experience from 

working with > 300 global 

firms. 

Leaders who address cost 

reduction through a joined up, 

programmatic series of 

interventions (the six 

dimensions of cost-out 

maturity) achieve savings that 

are 30 -50% higher then 

those of their peer group.

We help you to:

1. benchmark your cost-out 

maturity compared to best

2. identify and prioritise 

improvement levers

3. inject proven best-practice 

and track savings delivery

Urgently reduce cost to conserve cash end-to-end

BUSINESS

MODEL

COST

Integrated 

development 

approach

Assure 

partnering in 

emerging 

fields

Digital 

supply chain

Shared 

plant 

concept

Online 

channel 

launch and 

leverage

Consolidation

offshoring,  

outsourcing

SYSTEMS

COST

Design-to-

cost roll-out 

for CAPEX 

and OPEX

Reallocate

the project 

portfolio

Profit sharing 

agreements 

with 

suppliers

Design for 

manufacturing

and 

assembly

IT system/ 

applications 

retirement

PROCESS

COST

Streamline 

and 

harmonise 

processes

Design value-

driven 

customer 

journeys

Drive supplier 

development

Field force 

optimisation

Data centre 

consolidation

Improved 

sales 

planning

STRUCTURAL

COST

Strategic 

make-or-

buy 

decisions

X-country 

lead buyer 

concept

Site 

relocation & 

consolidation

IT 

headcount 

reduction

Exploiting 

new sales 

channels

SSCs for 

e.g. HR, 

Finance, 

Quality, etc.

Marketing Product Supply Operations IT Sales Overhead

COST-OUT

GOVERNANCE

Install world-class cost-out governance

and progress tracking structures and mechanisms

Potential

SHORT

SHORT

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

SHORT

Cloudification

“Software-

isation”

Streamline 

and 

harmonise 

processes

Time-to-

benefit

Headcount 

reduction

Improved

CRM

Applications 

harmonisation

CHALLENGE 4: understanding the key elements of the cost-out ‘engine’ 

We call it the ‘engine’ for end-to-end optimisation to replace the outdated functional focus

4
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CONSUMER 

AND RETAIL

AUTOMOTIVE 

AND SUPPLIER

TRANSPORT 

AND LOGISTICS

LIFE SCIENCES 

AND MED TECH

INDUSTRIAL 

AND HIGH TECH

Link to 

crisis

Impact

Trend
volume (x) vs. 

time (t)

tDelayed

High impact Low impact

t

▪ food sales increase 

partly 

▪ entertainment 

industry boost (e.g. 

streaming services)

▪ production reduction 

or freeze

▪ short-time work

▪ reduction or delay  

of new sales

▪ increased research

▪ extreme demand for 

test and safety 

equipment 

▪ capacity shortage

▪ production freeze 

▪ collapse of new 

sales

▪ risk of supplier 

insolvency increase

▪ increased demand 

for certain supply 

chains/logistic

▪ collapse of business 

segments 

?
Overlapping effects

across all sectors, 

(inter-) national and

volume

Direct link t tDelayed Direct link Direct linkt

X

t

All sectors must be 

prepared for far-reaching 

changes – both positive 

and negative.

The consumer sector will 

return to a normal level as 

soon as the initial panic is 

over – the Life Sciences 

sector will fall in line with the 

rate of new infections.

All other sectors are having to 

struggle with enormous sales 

collapses and a slowdown or 

standstill in production.

The trend shows that it will 

take a long time until a normal 

level is reached again.

We help you to:

1. identify risks within your 

supply chain

2. define and implement 

countermeasures

3. manage the ramp down 

and stabilisation phase.

Stabilise operations and adjust to the ‘new normal’

CHALLENGE 5: stabilising operations towards the ‘new normal’

We see a highly diverse set of challenges across sectors the require differentiated ramp-down/ramp-up

5
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IndustrialAutomotive Aerospace Life Science

Every crisis offers lots of 

opportunities.

Companies in crisis mode are 

facing many challenges in 

various areas at the same 

time. To avoid an ever 

increasing amount of 

complexities, executives in 

such situations tend to focus  

on immediate actions only.

While this is understandable, 

the consequence is that many 

good ideas which could offer 

benefits – e.g. more time of 

key staff, less exposure of 

systems, stop of production, 

etc. – are not exploited.

We help you to:

1. structure future scenarios 

for your sector

2. derive key opportunities for 

growth

3. deliver prioritised  

transformation roadmaps.

Play offense, not just defence, to create the future

CHALLENGE 6: raising awareness of future opportunities

We use this to develop potential future scenarios, prioritise and develop required transformation roadmaps

6
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Getting started:

We help you alongside all key areas needed to succeed

01 Setting  the scene: awareness-building on why cost-out projects matter 

02 Building the baseline: what you need to get started 

03 Getting started: how to initiate a cost-out process 

04 Converting ideas into potential: how to develop cost-out actions and estimate savings 

05 Qualifying ideas: how to get from estimates towards ‘real’ savings 

06
Tracking progress and assuring transparency: how to develop, 

implement and maintain a rigid saving tracking process
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Getting started:

Delivery logic and how it works together

Core 

elements

• Developing the 

plan and focus

• PRB Offsite

• PRB Review 

Board & 

Heartbeat

• Digital campus 

to inject new 

thinking and 

best-in-class 

approaches

• Improvement 

delivery

• Functional 

deep-dives

• X-Group Task 

Force

• PMO & Benefit 

Capturing

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Workstreams

Idea generation PROGRAMME PHASES AND LOGIC

Work streams

DeliverIdeateBaseline

T0 T+2 T+26

Programme

Review

Board

(PRB)

PRB

Offsite

• baseline

• ambition

• readiness

• urgency

K
ic

k
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ff

DIGITAL CAMPUS

CASH/COST 1

CASH/COST 2

…

CASH/COST 3
...

A B
C

D

E

F

G

H

Operational

improvement

Functional

improvement

Cross-project

improvement

PA support

T+6
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Global leader in transport

Make-or-buy and SSC

We optimised a 10,000 
people SSC organisation, 

including delivery of a future 
structure and transformation 

roadmap

Global leader consumer org

Make-or-buy and SSC

We integrated shared 
services at Unilever for 100 
countries and 100,000 users

Premium car OEM

Global Operating Model

We restructured global 
operations for a leading 

German premium 
automotive OEM, cutting 

40% cost 

Leading public services org

Improving 

operational performance

We improved operational 
performance by 20% in 

eight weeks 

Premium OEM

Global CKD processes

We optimised global CKD 
processes to deliver €100m 

savings 

Premium car manufacturer

Restructuring & 
cost excellence

We delivered turnaround 
through a radical cost-down 
program, resulting in 27% 
performance improvement

Global tier-1 supplier

Restructuring & 
cost excellence

We delivered a large-scale 
cost reduction programme 
and achieved multi-million 

cost savings over the 
project lifecycle

Emergency mobile network

Cost-down

We reduced the cost of the 
UK emergency services 
mobile communications 

network

Postal service

Cost reduction on transport

We reviewed the national 
transportation network and 

identified 15% cost 
reduction

Global energy supplier

Cost-down

We optimised key systems 
being developed and 

delivered to global clients, 
achieving 21% cost 
reduction potentials

Nordic insurance company

Planning and 

reporting processes

We analysed the financial 
business planning and 

reporting processes, and 
improved delivery time and 

cost significantly

Excerpt of our references:

Delivery experience and impact made
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About PA.

We believe in the power of ingenuity to build a positive human future in a technology-driven world.

As strategies, technologies and innovation collide, we create opportunity from complexity. 

Our diverse teams of experts combine innovative thinking and breakthrough use of technologies to 

progress further, faster. Our clients adapt and transform, and together we achieve enduring results.

An innovation and transformation consultancy, we are over 3,200 specialists in consumer, defence 

and security, energy and utilities, financial services, government, health and life sciences, 

manufacturing, and transport. Our people are strategists, innovators, designers, consultants, digital 

experts, scientists, engineers and technologists. We operate globally from offices across the UK, 

US, Europe, and the Nordics.

PA. Bringing Ingenuity to Life.


